02 chevrolet avalanche

Combining the comforts of a Tahoe with the practicality of a Silverado, the Avalanche is a
crossover vehicle that creatively provides the best of both worlds. Dubbed the first "Ultimate
Utility Truck," the Avalanche attempts to bridge the gap between the comfort of a full-size SUV
and the utility of a pickup truck. To achieve this, the Avalanche utilizes a foldable midgate
between the bed and the second row of seats. In its standard configuration, the Avalanche is a
comfortable five- or six-passenger depending on the front seat sport-ute that also provides a
short cargo bed. Should you need to haul the ubiquitous 4x8-foot sheet of plywood, just remove
the rear window a simple twist and pull operation , fold the rear seats and lower the midgate for
an instant transformation into a full-fledged work truck, complete with an 8-foot 1-inch bed. It
sounds a little complex, but it can all be done without tools, and the truck has a handy storage
compartment for the displaced window. The Avalanche also incorporates many other innovative
features like lockable storage chests in each side of the bed, a rear bumper with integrated
step-ups and built-in grab handles that also serve as cargo tie downs. The standard cargo cover
can support pounds on any one of its three removable panels, and the optional ribbed soft
cover even comes with a handy storage bag that mounts to the side of the bed with beefy
snaphooks and a rachet strap to keep it snug. The abundance of gee-whiz gadgets almost
makes you forget that this is a burly full-size truck with the same underpinnings as a half-ton
Suburban. It packs the punch of GM's 5. A four-speed automatic is the only transmission
offered and 4x4 models feature GM's Autotrac pushbutton four-wheel-drive system that can be
set to engage the front wheels automatically when it senses a loss of traction. The maximum
tow rating for two-wheel-drive models is 8, pounds, while four-wheel-drive models can handle 8,
pounds. For better or worse, the interior is pure Chevy truck. Interior material quality is
unimpressive, but there are simple gauges, a logical control layout and plenty of handy storage
compartments. Four different seat fabrics cloth, sport cloth, sport leather, leather can be
specified to suit your intended uses, while other options include automatic climate control,
GM's OnStar system and a power sunroof. A premium on-road package adds inch wheels,
load-leveling rear shocks and a locking rear differential. The Z71 off-road package also adds
inch wheels and a locking differential along with specially tuned springs and shocks, skid
plates and a high-capacity air cleaner. There's no doubt that the Avalanche provides terrific
utility in an innovative and bold package. Sport-ute and truck buyers have long wrestled with
the question of what they need more -- cargo-hauling capacity or people-hauling capacity. Crew
cab pickups are one alternative, but their shortened beds compromise utility. With the
Avalanche, you can have both in one simple package. Don't worry, Chevrolet hasn't stooped to
sponsoring Austrian ski resort tragedies just yet. No, this Avalanche is merely the newest
addition to its expansive full-size truck and SUV lineup. To be more precise, the Avalanche is
Chevrolet's first attempt at a crossover truck, a vehicle designed to incorporate the best
aspects of both sport-utilities and pickups into one all-inclusive package. Based on the same
chassis as the full-size Suburban, the Avalanche wears a new front fascia that integrates styled
headlights and exaggerated wheel arches for a substantially more aggressive look than your
average 'Burban or Tahoe. Full-length gray body cladding adds to the truck's rough-and-tumble
style along with matching gray sail panels that give it a Baja racer look. The seats are big and
comfortable with plenty of room for tall drivers, and there's a commanding view of the road.
Look behind the front row, however, and the Avalanche quickly changes personality, boasting a
whole slew of new gadgets guaranteed to attract plenty of attention from buyers looking for a
little more than just your average family hauler. At the heart of the Avalanche's unique design is
the all-new Convert-A-Cab system. It features an innovative midgate between the passenger cab
and the utility bed that can be folded away for unobstructed access. It functions in the same
manner as a rear seat pass-through in a passenger sedan, but the Avalanche takes this idea one
step further. In its standard configuration, the Avalanche functions like a typical full-size
sport-utility, with seating for up to six passengers in addition to the 5-foot 3-inch utility bed.
Should you need some extra cargo capacity, however, the Avalanche can be instantly
transformed into a full-size pickup. Just flip the second-row seats forward, remove the rear
window it pops right out and can be placed in a handy storage compartment on the midgate ,
fold down the midgate and presto! Your former carpool ride now sports an 8-foot 1-inch pickup
bed, complete with a composite-lined surface that Chevrolet says is fully rust- and dent-proof.
All this can be done by one person in a matter of minutes without tools, claims Chevrolet. We
put it to the test during a short introductory drive and found the Convert-A-Cab system to work
as advertised, with simple operation of the midgate and easily foldable second-row seats. The
removable window stowed tightly in the provided rack, dispelling our doubts that it might not
travel well after removal. The composite coating on the back of the midgate makes for a durable
and usable surface throughout the entire length of the bed. The cargo bed itself contains
numerous trick innovations that support the Avalanche's billing as the "Ultimate Utility Vehicle.

An optional soft cover is supported by spring-loaded ribs and can be rolled up and fastened
with straps to the back of the midgate or stowed in a storage bag that mounts to the side of the
bed via heavy-duty ratchet straps. Both covers are weather-resistant and both are designed to
channel water into special drainage holes beneath the sail panels to avoid pooling. The tailgate
is composed entirely of composite material that makes it lightweight and rust- and
dent-resistant, in addition to being fully lockable to provide secure storage with the hard cargo
cover in place. Steps integrated into each end of the rear bumper and grab handles at each
corner that also serve as tie downs make climbing in and out easy. Lockable and lighted
storage compartments are integrated into each side of the bed that provide 3. The bed itself is
With the midgate folded down and the tailgate lowered, the Avalanche provides a nearly
foot-long loading area a flip-out bed extender is optional. Molded pockets on each side allow
you to form a second-tier shelf by simply inserting a few 2x4s and a sheet of plywood. With both
the rear window and cargo cover in place and the midgate folded down, this homemade setup
will allow you to haul two inch-high stacks of 4x8 building material in a completely weatherproof
and lockable storage compartment. Not bad for a truck that can also seat six in its standard
configuration and still fits in the garage. The Avalanche will be available as either a standard
half-ton or heavier-duty , in both two- and four-wheel drive. Half-ton models will feature the 5.
Three-quarter-ton versions get upgraded to the new 8. Our test drive involved the only, so it
came as no surprise that we found the Avalanche's ride quality to be every bit as comfortable
and isolating as a standard Suburban. Large breaks in the pavement translate into only minor
disturbances within the cabin and interior noise levels were noticeably low. The 5. Steering
effort is low, making the large vehicle easy to maneuver, but it suffers from a large turning
radius 43 ft. The interior is standard-issue Chevy truck: lots of plastic, plenty of storage space
and straightforward controls. A bench seat is standard, with power adjustable bucket seats
available as an option in cloth, leather or sport leather a combination of the two. Electronic
climate control is also available, as is the OnStar satellite communications system and a power
sunroof. A special North Face edition Avalanche will be available later this year that features
unique green and black trim on the seats and door panels, white face gauges and specially
designed daypacks that mount on the backs of the front-row seats. We'll admit that at first we
were a bit skeptical of the usefulness of some of the Avalanche's features, but after our short
introductory test drive, we quickly became fans of Chevy's bold new crossover. The convertible
cab system is a snap to use and makes it a truly versatile vehicle, providing more than just a
compromise between a truck and sport-ute. Combine that with a stout drivetrain, a comfortable
and roomy interior, and bold styling, and the Avalanche makes quite a statement for a truck
right off the showroom floor. We'll have to wait until we get our hands on one for a full road test
to see if the Avalanche can maintain its initial appeal, but our first impressions indicate that it
will be a real hit for Chevrolet. Available styles include 4dr Crew Cab 4WD 5. Doing so could
save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven
dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to
buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select
a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you.
Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle
history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Chevrolet
Avalanche. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that
car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to
make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years.
Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also
good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out
Chevrolet lease specials Check out Chevrolet Avalanche lease specials. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Funky styling,
cheap interior pieces, limited drivetrain choices. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See
all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. The Chevrolet Avalanche is the newest
addition to the Chevy truck lineup. Incorporating a unique convertible cab system, the
Avalanche can transform itself from a five-passenger sport-utility with a 5-footinch bed into a
standard cab pickup with a full 8-footinch utility bed. A Vortec V8 is standard along with a
heavy-duty towing package. Read more. Write a review See all reviews. This is the first vehicle I
have ever owned that it would truly hurt to give up. I bought it new miles ago and its been great,
Outside of normal maintaince, I had the rear locking differential replaced at miles. The versatility
of the midgate makes it so I can haul 4 x 8 drywall with 12' long 2 by 4's on top of them, sticking
between the front seats, all out of the weather. Its great for hauling the grocerys, moving a kid to
college or taking 5 full sized adults on a trip. Towing is ok, ride and comfort is better than any
car or minivan that I ever owned. Read less. Cargo Compartment Door Latch. I was an unlikely

convert to Chevy. Having been a Toyota and Honda owner in the past, I have come to appreciate
reliability. However, I test drove the Avalanche and fell in love with it, and bought one. But I
have a concern: is it a faulty build or design? On two occassions while driving my Avi, the
cargo bed door has open by itself. On one accasion, I actually had it locked with the key. Has
any othe rperson experienced this, or is something wrong with Avalanche? Ive owned my
avalanche for a couple of years now, i bought it in with xxx miles on it and i haven't had a single
problem with it. Bought my Avalanche with 12K miles in , it now has K and going strong.
Considering the miles, other than routine things like, brakes, shocks, oil and tires, this truck has
broken down very little. I had some front end work done, pitman arm and ball joints at about k,
and a knock sensor at K. I replace the water pump at K because the gasket was leaking and I
had to remove it to do the gasket. The original brakes lasted k. Still on the original alternator,
radiator, exhaust etc. See all reviews of the Used Chevrolet Avalanche. Write a review. Frontal
Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. See full safety
scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4 average Rating out of 7 reviews. Sponsored cars
related to the Avalanche. Sign Up. Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine
and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. Odometer is miles below market average! Celebrating
years in business in June ! Only 93, Miles! This Chevrolet Avalanche delivers a Gas V8 8. Only k
miles on this 5. The Avalanche is unique with a foldable midgate behind the rear seats that
allows the bed to extend to an 8 foot bed! This truck runs and drives great! Two owners. Clean
title clean Carfax no wrecks odor free smoke free. Mechanical inspection invited. Only Call to
schedule a test drive! This rear wheel drive Chevrolet Avalanche Base features an impressive 5.
This Chevrolet Avalanche comes Factory equipped with an impressive 5. Internet prices are
available to everyone. Powered by a 5. This Four Wheel Drive offers capabilities and provides a
more trail-oriented feel that matches its rugged good looks perfectly while showing off near
18mpg on the highway. Besides aggressive tires and shocks, our Avalanche sports running
boards, a bed liner, a hard tonneau cover, and gorgeous wheels. Inside, this beautiful
Avalanche Z71 boasts a gorgeous interior that is comfortable for everyone and even has some
luxury features you might not have realized you wanted. Settle into the power adjustable
driver's seat and take a look at the road from your view up on top and enjoy every ride.
Dual-zone automatic climate control, a leather steering wheel with audio controls, and Bluetooth
connectivity are just a few features to keep you in the modern age. Chevrolet keeps its
passengers in mind at every step of the building process. ABS, daytime running lights, fog
lights, and an abundance of airbags keep you and your loved ones secure! One trip around the
block and we think you'll fall in love with everything this Avalanche has to offer! Print this page
and call us Now Now offering Mohr to your Door! Don't want to get out? Or can't? We will bring
the car to you! And all the paperwork! We are open online and at the store. Don't miss out on
massive savings. Only , Miles! This Chevrolet Avalanche delivers a Gas V8 5. GM maintains
exclusivity for factory installed satellite radio for model year. Popular searches. My notifications
My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby.
Search radius. Home deli
pontiac gran prix 2000
ford taurus manual transmission
2006 suzuki sv650 top speed
very available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Bed Length
Short Bed Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic Cylinders 8 cylinders Fuel Economy.
Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. Price Drop. No
accidents. Check Availability. Not provided. Title issue. New Listing. Showing 1 - 18 out of
listings. Overall Consumer Rating. This is the first vehicle I have ever owned that it would truly
hurt to give up. I bought it new miles ago and its been great, Outside of normal maintaince, I had
the rear locking differential replaced at miles. The versatility of the midgate makes it so I can
haul 4 x 8 drywall with 12' long 2 by 4's on top of them, sticking between the front seats, all out
of the weather. Its great for hauling the grocerys, moving a kid to college or taking 5 full sized
adults on a trip. Towing is ok, ride and comfort is better than any car or minivan that I ever
owned. Read more. Read less. Sign Up.

